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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with Virginia I'loolf's first novel , The

Vovaqe Out, and is a feminist, psychobiographical and

sociological reading of this text. Louise DeSalvo (Vjrginia

tloolf's First Vovage: A Novel in the Makinq (London: Macmiìlan,

1980)) and other critics have laid down much of the groundwork

for my thesis by establishing many strong biograph'ical links

between the text and l{oolf's'life, therefore it is not

primarily my intention to continue this approach, but to extend

it by presenting an analysis of the particular patriarchal

structure under which the heroine of the novel is oppressed,

and seeking to relate this to the patriarchal late Victorian

and EdwardÍan society ìn which l{ooìf herself grew up. }Jhereas

the thes'is incorporates elements of traditional literary

criticism such as analyses of character and interrelations

between different characters, nevertheless I couch these 'in an

historical and political framework, seeking associations

between the text and its wider historical setting (against

which it is partly in reaction), and also explore the

sociologica'l and poìitical debates and biases which were of

particular concern in the historical period in which the novel

was written. A]so, my first chapter seeks to contextualize my

discourse by anaìysing the maior trends and warring fact'ions in

I'loo'lf, and particularly Vovaqe Out, criticism over the past

decade.

My conclusion (and the strength of the argument in the

thesìs) is that the causes of the death of Rachel, the heroine

of the novel, are a complex mixture of the seemingly persona'l

and the covertly political; her death is a product of her own

unique personaìity, of the action of certain close
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relationships upon her, and of the hìstorical and po'litical

determinants which shape her fate. Another discourse runs

through the thesis as it does sub-textually in the novel, that

is, tloolf's'identification with her central character, and I

empìoy much material from bloolf's autobiographìcal writings to

f'lesh out this additional dimensjon to the reading of the text,

thereby encourag'ing the multiplicity of convergent readings to

which it opens itself.
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Th'is thesis contains no material which has been accepted for
the award of any other degree or diploma in any University and,
to the best of my knowledge'and belief, contains no material
previously publìshed or written by another person, except where
due referenôe has been made in the text. I consent to it being
made available for photocopying and loan.
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ôr',n.t!Ë.:'iÏ'iilållå"rrh fire beyond the
ì anguage
of the living (Eliot).
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